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Dear Ms Miller
 
I refer to my email dated 12 May 2017 and the phone call received from your office
in the afternoon of 15 May 2017. In that phone call it was agreed that we had until close
of business Friday 19 May 2017 to respond as we were omitted from the original mail out.
This remains a mystery as we have received countless other communications from you to the correct
address.
 
At the time of writing, no written confirmation of the extension of time has been received but we will
consider it to be in place.
 
We wish this input to read in conjunction with my email of 12 May.
 
For the first time an official from your office has put forward an answer to the question of why are you
removing ‘HC’ plates
and effectively putting over a thousand drivers out of business and closing an industry sector. The
reasoning
put forward was to reduce the number of vehicles in special purpose lanes.
 
This simply does not stand up to even the most pedestrian scrutiny.
 
Hire cars are among the most efficient users of special purpose lanes second only to motor bikes.
Hire cars are agile and quick and they do not stop to pick up or let off passengers as is the case with
taxis.
There are less than one thousand hire cars using special purpose lanes and their removal will make
little or no difference.
 
If you wish to increase the efficiency of special purpose lanes you need to indent bus stops for
frequently stopping buses
or move these stops to side streets.
 
In addition you allow cyclists to play sport in special purpose lanes during peak periods. I do not need
to expand
on this for the sheer lunacy to be evident, causing congestion and danger at the same time. Simple
arithmetic
will show that for a bus to pass two cyclists riding side by side and observing the one and a half metre
clearance
the bus has to occupy the two adjacent lanes.
For clarity three lanes are now blocked for this manoeuvre to take place.
 
The way you have implemented ‘ride sharing’ has caused an unfair in-balance in compliance costs,
has lowered standards
in safety and standards in general.
 
The RMS now automatically advises suppliers of CTP products that our cars are used for hire. This in
turn doubles the premium
leaving the question as to whether private vehicles for hire under ride sharing arrangements have
adequate CTP insurance.
This will probably be determined by the first major claim for injury or death.
 
To date the ride sharing sector are also free from GST liability which further unbalances the equation.
An interesting flow-on from this is when users of both conventional transport and ride sharing
offerings
prepare their BAS and claim imputation credits. We are aware of several instances whereby major
organisations
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have breached their GST obligations in this manner.
 
Field officers of The RMS advise that issues such as in-operative air-conditioning or broken window
winders no longer
are causes for a defect notice of the vehicle. If this is the case you are lowering Sydney standards to
those
of a Third World Country.
 
If removal of ‘HC’ plates does nothing to ease the congestion of the roads then we have to look
elsewhere for your
justification.
 
In this regard it may be worth while to look at the business model of the booking company Uber.
 
Many articles have been written by people far more accredited than me covering the record breaking
losses accumulated by Uber and their desire not to co-exist with traditional transport offerings
but to replace them. These writers detail the massive subsidies given to drivers while they build
market share
and go on to state that this practise clearly has to cease once market dominance is achieved.
It may be that the small and independent hire car sector servicing the top end of the market
does not fit within that model.
 
In reaching your conclusion to close the hire car sector I would ask if you have spoken to the ‘Top
end of Town’.
By this I mean the airlines and major hotels who offer hire car and limousine services to their
commercially
important clients. Also the CEO’s who wish to entertain clients both local and from abroad using
limousines to
transport them to and from events. Those I have spoken to were not aware of your proposed actions
and are unanimously un-impressed. Have you spoken to event co-ordinators who plan functions
bringing
international guests to venues such as our new Convention Centre
 
To Summarise.
 
In the writer’s view the decision to effectively close the hire car sector has been hastily and poorly
thought through and achieves nothing of value to the travelling public of NSW.
 
It takes the livelihood from over one thousand drivers and reduces the value of their operations to
zero.
 
It removes a small niche transportation sector from the market. This is a sector that offers choice to
the
consumer and keeps Sydney in line with other world class cities.
 
This sector provides competition to larger players in the transportation arena.
 
Should you require clarification on any of the above please contact me on the number shown below.
 
Yours sincerely
 
 
 
For reasons detailed above this document has been hastily put together and may contain
typographical errors.
 
John Vardill
Riverstone Pty. Ltd.
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